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ROAD CARRIER PERMITS

The under-mentioned applications for Public Road Carrier Permits indicate (1) reference number and the area within which the proposed road transport will be undertaken, (2) name of applicant and nature of application, (3) number and type of vehicles, (4) nature of proposed road transportation and (5) points between and routes over or area within which the proposed road transportation is to be effected are published in terms of section 14(1) of the Road Transportation Act, 1977 (Act No. 74 of 1977). Representations which interested parties wish to make in respect of the applications must comply with the provisions of regulation 4(1) of the Road Transportation Regulations, 1977 and must be in quadruplicate in respect of each application and must be delivered by hand or sent by registered post to the Secretary, Road Transportation Board, Private Bag 13178, Windhoek to reach that office not later than 21 days after the date of publication of this Government Gazette. Address to which representations must be submitted: D. Viljoen, Private Bag 12030, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia. Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the ROADS AUTHORITY, NaTIS House, Faraday Street, Windhoek.
App. 90053 (2) B S LIKUWA 79092610399 (3) BOX 936, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 90058 (2) DESERT ESCAPE TOURS CC. CC201210253 (3) BOX 2752, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 32 at Otjomuise to Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90065 (2) O INDONGO 78051100034 (3) BOX 803, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger's and their personal luggage - From no taxi rank Greenwell Katutura to town and back the same route.

App. 90067 (2) A IIPINGE 79032010107 (3) BOX 98407, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Werhill Park to town and back the same route.

App. 90068 (2) T NAFELE 73081300606 (3) BOX 98407, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rocky Crest to town and back the same route.

App. 90069 (2) J S HOMATENI 82081300606 (3) BOX 23555, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Werhill Park to town and back the same route.

App. 90073 (2) A N KAMWI 85022110148 (3) BOX 86837, EROS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route.

App. 90075 (2) K K KAMWI 84102310525 (3) BOX 26162, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route.

App. 90084 (2) L II SHOOYA 87080300247 (3) BOX 61881, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 27 Werhill Park to town and back the same route.

App. 90116 (2) J S SHEYANARE 57070900759 (3) BOX 23912, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74, Okuryangava within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90117 (2) J S SHEYANARE 57070900759 (3) BOX 23912, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90118 (2) T O NAKALE 81041310323 (3) BOX 360, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 80 to City Center within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90121 (2) S FILLEMON 61041400500 (3) BOX 62666, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 32 at Otjomuise to Wenhill Park within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90130 (2) E P NDADI 68090601391 (3) BOX 40303, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 82 within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90146 (2) V VALOMBOLA 80040710068 (3) BOX 1698, OTJIWARONGO, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 82 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90153 (2) F P UUGWANGA 75073000420 (3) BOX 3649, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 82 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90154 (2) L A SHILULU 71123000417 (3) BOX 3649, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 82 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90157 (2) P K MWAUDANAWA 7302080455 (3) BOX 3181, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA,
9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and to Swakopmund.

App. 90158 (2) P K MWAUDANAWA 730208-00455 (3) BOX 3181, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and to Swakopmund.

App. 90165 (2) CARS AND GUIDES FOR HIRE CC. CC20060968 (3) BOX 2413, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 50 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to different places in Namibia on pre-booked tours and return, as well as to Airports in Namibia.

App. 90170 (2) A MULLER 66121300671 (3) P O BOX 244, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to various places within Namibia and return.

App. 90180 (2) HOTLINE TRANSFERS AND TOURS 630830 0030 8 (3) BOX 20188, WINDHOEK, 90000 (4) Additional Vehicle (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - As per the attached annexer ‘A’.

App. 90192 (2) E MWAETAKO 76041200395 (3) BOX 4027, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and from Walvis Bay to Swakopmund and return.

App. 90194 (2) W U UAZIKIZA 80051200104 (3) P O BOX 1037, GOBABIS, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 12 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Aminus (designated Bus Stop by the municipality) via Gobabis to Windhoek (designated Bus Stop by the municipality) and return via the same route.

App. 90197 (2) L UUSHONA 60012400092 (3) P O BOX 96171, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 74 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return via the same route.

App. 90201 (2) A C PETERSEN 58052400295 (3) P O BOX 70171, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek (designated Bus Stop by the municipality) to Katima Mulilo (designated Bus Stop by the municipality) and return via the same route.

App. 90205 (2) B O FRANSCISCO 81052310060 (3) P O BOX 728, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area and from Walvis Bay to Swakopmund and return.

App. 90206 (2) J KORBINIAN 76102110072 (3) P O BOX 111, GROOTFONTEIN, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within the Municipal Area of Grootfontein.

App. 90207 (2) L S SHININGENI 89012000076 (3) BOX 12367, OKAHANDJA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 74 within the Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90230 (2) S N MALIMA 88030600569 (3) P O BOX 4413, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 56 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90244 (2) J A HANGULA 83120510637 (3) BOX 64, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From taxi Rank 37 in Cimbebasia to city center within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90245 (2) K I IMBALE 71081500239 (3) BOX 62116, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From taxi Rank 1 in town to various places within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90251 (2) F EMMANUEL 77110810429 (3) BOX 3735, REHOBOOTH, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth (designated Bus Stop by the municipality) to Ruacana (designated Bus Stop by the municipality) and return via the same route.

App. 90256 (2) L A SHILULU 71123000417 (3) BOX 20467, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi
App. 90261 (2) J HAINGURA 77082500432 (3)
by the municipality) and return via the same route.
From Windhoek (designated Bus Stop by the
municipality) to Ondangwa (designated Bus Stop
by the municipality) and return via the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90272 (2) S W TOBIAS 83113010810 (3)
BOX 1499, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Okongo via Eenhana/Oshikango Oshakati and Omuthiya and return.

App. 90273 (2) J MHANDA 7408100479 (3)
BOX 7702, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New
Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 90 Hakahana Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90276 (2) E S SHIKONGO 77090200078 (3)
BOX 31363, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Combi
Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 75 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90283 (2) V W HAUWANGA 690614100563 (3)
P O BOX 244, USAKOS, NAMIBIA (4) New
Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within the Municipal Area of Usakos.

App. 90286 (2) N O N AMOONGA 83080410610 (3)
BOX 6698, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Within the Municipal Area of Usakos.

App. 90287 (2) T T AMOONGA 70032110081 (3)
BOX 6698, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 79 Okuryangva Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90288 (2) L L UUGULU 50060300655 (3)
BOX 289, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshakati and Omuthiya and return.

App. 90298 (2) A M SHILONGO 72063000654 (3)
BOX 26881, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Katutura City Center to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90301 (2) P UTONI 710726000348 (3)
BOX 25021, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 90302 (2) P UTONI 710726000348 (3)
BOX 25021, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 90307 (2) T S SINDIMBA 77062000221 (3)
BOX 856, RUNDU (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 90308 (2) S K KAUNGE 74041800315 (3)
BOX 13133, EENHANA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshikango via Eenhana/Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 90309 (2) S SHILOFA 77051200232 (3)
BOX 13133, EENHANA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 90310 (2) B V I RUBENI 86072900755 (3)
BOX 13133, EENHANA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Okongo via Ondangwa / Eenhana / Oshikango and back the same route.

App. 90311 (2) L K P LUNGAMENI 65081300225 (3)
BOX 488, OSHANGWENA (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Okongo via Eenhana / Oshikango Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 90312 (2) T PAULUS 74120900126 (3)
BOX 1499, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Okongo via Eenhana / Ondangwa and back the same route.
App. 90313 (2) A S KAYODE 72092210246 (3) BOX 13133, EENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Ondangwa via Ohunhu/Eenhana and back the same route.

App. 90328 (2) S M K AMADHILA 85032410403 (3) BOX 62542, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route.

App. 90339 (2) D H 'GONTES 77091200195 (3) BOX 40451, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Groot -Aub and return via the same route.

App. 90340 (2) W D WANA 78053110320 (3) BOX 3511, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay and from Windhoek to Katima Mulilo and back the same route.

App. 90341 (2) E M LISWANISO 68030501641 (3) BOX 25206, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank Dorado Park to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90350 (2) S N NANDAGO 86100100606 (3) BOX 15484, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 13 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Walvis Bay and back the same route.

App. 90353 (2) EPSON T.K. AIRPORT TRANS- FERS AND TOURS CC 8710022649 (3) BOX 60325, WANAHEDA, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport and/or other Airports in Namibia to places situated within Namibia borders of Namibia neighboring countries and return to the places of embarkation subjec to.

App. 90354 (2) J NANGOLO 63051400432 (3) BOX 95136, SOWETO, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Groot Aub to Windhoek and back the same route.

App. 90355 (2) J NANGOLO 63051400432 (3) BOX 95136, SOWETO, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers:

App. 90361 (2) J GOMASEB 76100500159 (3) BOX 7045, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Groot -Aub and return via the same route.

App. 90364 (2) P T K HAKKO 80091610311 (3) BOX 15484, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 58 A Shipena Katutura to town within Windhoek municipal.

App. 90365 (2) J HENDYALA 59102000598 (3) BOX 61410, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Katutura and back the same route.

App. 90366 (2) A K IYAMBO 78042900120 (3) BOX 61410, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 74 Okuryangava Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90375 (2) N KATJIRURU 84081710236 (3) BOX 25213, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 71 Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90379 (2) A SANGUNJI 81051710081 (3) BOX 2363, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 27 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90380 (2) S T NDOKUKAMO 87100800177 (3) BOX 578, AUSSPANNPLATZ, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Havana Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90381 (2) CYBERNAM CC 20126753 (3) BOX 5781, AUSSPANNPLATZ, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and various places in Namibia and return to town within Windhoek municipal.

App. 90390 (2) P J JAMBA 78042900120 (3) BOX 4511, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent
App. 90391 (2) I NEHALE 7005100679 (3) P O BOX 14002, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 71 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90392 (2) I JAZUKUKA 83031310268 (3) P O BOX 95103, SOWETO KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 71 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90394 (2) A MURANGI 75101000116 (3) P O BOX 95103, SOWETO KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 71 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90396 (2) I JAZUKUKA 83031310268 (3) P O BOX 95103, SOWETO MARKET KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 302 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90397 (2) E HANGUE 80090410483 (3) P O BOX 99281, EROS, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 57 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90398 (2) A K I ASINO 84091210562 (3) BOX 26980, KATUTURA, 9000, (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank Otjomuise Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90399 (2) B N MBUENDE 68072300423 (3) P O BOX 818, GOBABIS, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 21 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90402 (2) F KANDJINIMA 80102410720 (3) P O BOX 7232, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 22 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90403 (2) E TJOMBONDE 64042700411 (3) BOX 1143, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 400 within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90405 (2) P P NEISS 66102200489 (3) P O BOX 60610, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from 7de and 8ste Laan within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90407 (2) O N SHIIMI 69040801037 (3) BOX 24725, WINDHOEK, 9000, (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From T701 Southern industrial to town within Windhoek Municipal Area (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From T750 to T551 Suiderhof to town within Windhoek Municipal Area (7C) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From T600 Olympia to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90408 (2) W NAUNYANGO 59051100655 (3) BOX 24725, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Passengers (6D) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5E) Passengers (6E) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5F) Passengers (6F) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From T701-B751 North industry and Southern industrial to town within Windhoek Municipal Area (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From T750 to T401 Rocky crest to town within Windhoek Municipal Area (7C) 14 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From T601 to 650 Eros and Kleine Kuppe to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90409 (2) I PEDRO 81030210063 (3) BOX 1423, OTJIWARONGO, 9000, (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 65 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Windhoek via Otjiwarongo and return. (7B) 29 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Walvis Bay via Swakopmund and return.

App. 90415 (2) L P SHEEHAMA 75122700176 (3) P O BOX 8262, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - Operated from Taxi Rank 209 within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90421 (2) J J A CABS CC. 201210261 (3) P O BOX 3295, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to different places within Namibia and return.
Swakopmund to Arandis and return.
Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to different places within Namibia and return.
(7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Onshakati and return.

App. 90428 (2) E M JANUARY 85100510064 (3) BOX 4003, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Oshakati and return.

App. 90427 (2) A I KASERA 69072910060 (3) P O BOX 24339, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 22 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) to Windhoek (designated Bus Stop by the Municipality) and return.

App. 90447 (2) NARA SHUTTLE AND TOURS 731200100129 (3) P O BOX 8593, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to different destinations within Namibia and return.

App. 90446 (2) M N Ndaitavela 71100900411 (3) BOX 33, MARIENTAL (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 26 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund to Arandis and return.
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App. 90491 (2) A K EMMANUEL 85040210388 (3) BOX 23337, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank No. 62 to town within Windhoek Wernhill Park.

App. 90503 (2) J MUUNDJUA 81022810073 (3) BOX 95103, SOWETO, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 59 Katutura Wernhill park Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90504 (2) JENEF SHUTTLE SAFARI AND TOURS 65072500276 (3) BOX 5611, AUSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Olympia rank 700 to Windhoek shoprite within Municipal Area.

App. 90507 (2) F FRANS 86092400375 (3) BOX 2697, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Soweto Market taxi rank to taxi rank at Shoprite Shopping area and return.

App. 90513 (2) H SHINANA 65081200875 (3) BOX 494, ORANJEMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage luggage - From Oranjemund to Oshakati via Windhoek and return.

App. 90518 (2) R FELIS 85080410361 (3) BOX 2354, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Oshikango via Ondangwa / Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 90519 (2) R FELIS 85080410361 (3) BOX 2354, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Oshikango via Ondangwa / Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 90525 (2) B T AMBAMBI 88042600313 (3) BOX 4371, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 33 Otjomuise to town and back the same route.

App. 90526 (2) J K MUTAMBO 83090912007 (3) PRIVATE BAG 5016, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 90548 (2) N NTINDA 76100400045 (3) BOX 62162, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 302 Otjomuise to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90554 (2) K NGHITEVELEKWA 80021700052 (3) BOX 26319, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 302 Otjomuise to town - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90555 (2) D AMUNEYLA 89061100550 (3) BOX 25418, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Gobangab Dam taxi rank to taxi ranks situated near Wernhill and Shoprite Shopping areas and/or Ellerines and return.

App. 90556 (2) D KERAMIN 71082700193 (3) BOX 6220, AUSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - From Rocky Crest Rank 35, and Otjomuise 7de Laan to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90557 (2) F S MUYUNDA 83060910170 (3) BOX 26827, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 90562 (2) K SHIPENA 67090800093 (3) BOX 86743, EROS, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - From Rank 80 Okuryangava Katutura to town within Windhoek Municipal Area and return.

App. 90563 (2) F S MUYUNDA 83060910170 (3) BOX 26827, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 27 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo via Rundu and back the same route.

App. 90568 (2) T N SIMEON 83122510146 (3) BOX 26765, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo via Rundu and back the same route.
Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Rocky Crest to and back the same route.

App. 90570 (2) P V SHIPOPYENI 69010310019 (3) P O BOX 224, OHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 7 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Okongo via Ondangwa / Oshikango / Omungvelume Eenhana/Omandjokwe and back the same route.

App. 90572 (2) S N SHIPOPYENI 84072110140 (3) BOX 61140, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 28 situated within Khomasdal to taxi ranks situated near Wernhill and Shoprite Shopping areas and/or Ellerines in town Windhoek.

App. 90574 (2) B I MUKELA 62071000749 (3) P O BOX 95090, SOWETO, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 55 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus at Wernhill Park, Windhoek to Ngoma border post and return via the same route to Oranjemund at the Bus terminus, the Noordoewer border and Ariamsvlei border and return.

App. 90576 (2) B I MUKELA 62071000749 (3) P O BOX 95090, SOWETO, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 6 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks No. 74, 75, 79 and 80 to Klein Windhoek and Avis, Hochland Spar and UNAM and the Government Park office and return via the same route to Okuryangava.

App. 90577/2/TAJAVOTOURAIRPORTSHUTTLE AND TAXI TRANSPORT CC CC20126333 (3) BOX 63025, WANAHEDA, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to hotels, lodges and/or boarding houses situated within Windhoek Municipal Area and magisterial district and to places within situated within the Republic of Namibia.

App. 90580 (2) D N SHIIMI 66050601372 (3) P/ BAG 2613, OTJIWARONGO, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area to Otjiambaba lodge and return.

App. 90581 (2) C HAIPUMBU 72052700277 (3) PRIVATE BAG 2004, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek and return.

App. 90583 (2) V I INDJAMBA 84102410961 (3) BOX 1072, RUNDU (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 90591 (2) M S MBALA 78050200027 (3) BOX 2882, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa to Oshikango and return.

App. 90595 (2) E MBWALALA 50112500390 (3) BOX 13073, OSHANDI, EENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Oshikango via Outapi /Oshakati and back the same route.

App. 90597 (2) E MBWALALA 50112500390 (3) BOX 13073, OSHANDI, EENHANA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Khomasdal rank 28 to town KFC Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90602 (2) E N HAICALI 79040610274 (3) BOX 26298, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek and return.

App. 90603 (2) C HUMBU 79041600248 (3) BOX 62455, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Otjomuise to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90610 (2) N S NANGOLO 85100310863 (3) BOX 62568, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 4 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No. 42 Ext Havana Katutura to the city centre of Windhoek.

App. 90613 (2) S ELIAIDER 75052400225 (3) BOX 98103, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi 56 to rank 31 Otjomuise Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90614 (2) A N ELIAIDER 82050510470 (3) BOX 7861, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi.
rank 56 to 502 Dorado Park to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90615 (2) S HOGO 550640800314 (3) BOX 10105, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay via Okahandja / Karibib / Usakos/Arandis / Swakopmund and back the same route.

App. 90617 (2) H I ANGULA 79101210599 (3) BOX 62826, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 74 Okuryangava Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90616 (2) J NAKALEGA 71070300411 (3) BOX 1374, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Ondangwa via Ongwediva and back the same route.

App. 90648 (2) D I AMALWA 83102910270 (3) BOX 334, OKAHAO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Okahao, Tsandi, Outapi, and return via the same route.

App. 90649 (2) F SHIHEPO 84010810289 (3) BOX 62632, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Okahao, Tsandi, Outapi, and return via the same route.

App. 90654 (2) E EMVULA 82040510575 (3) BOX 33, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Oshikuku to Outapi area and return.

App. 90657 (2) L P FESTUS 70101002637 (3) BOX 95050, SOWETO, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 83 Greenwell Matongo/ Goregadam Katutura to town and return via the same route.

App. 90658 (2) L P FESTUS 70101002637 (3) BOX 95050, SOWETO, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 83 Greenwell Matongo/ Goregadam Katutura to town and return via the same route.

App. 90659 (2) V M SILAWA 75090300372 (3) BOX 792, NGWEZE, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 74 Okuryangava Katutura to town and return via the same route.

App. 90660 (2) KOES VILLAGE COUNCIL 5025001530006 (3) BOX 68, KOES (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Koes to Keetmanshoop and back the same route.

App. 90666 (2) M S NAWINDA 86012800134 (3) BOX 22525, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Hotel Thule, Windhoek to Hosea Kutako International Airport and vice versa / return.

App. 90667 (2) E URIS 77080400236 (3) BOX 1839, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Hakahana location to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90672 (2) E URIS 77080400236 (3) BOX 1839, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund Municipal Area and from Swakopmund to Walvis Bay and Arandis Municipal Area and return.

App. 90673 (2) E URIS 77080400236 (3) BOX 1839, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Swakopmund Municipal Area and from Swakopmund to Walvis Bay and Arandis Municipal Area and return.
(closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area and from Swakopmund to Walvis Bay and Arandis Municipal Area and return.

App. 90686 (2) A KAFUNA 56062000042 (3) BOX 1078, KEETMASHOOP (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within All the tax rank in Keetmanshoop Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within All the taxi rank in Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 90690 (2) G AND J BROTHERS TRANSPORT 20123956 (3) BOX 450, ORANJEMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay and from Oshakati to Windhoek and back the same route.

App. 90692 (2) U E BEUKES 72012100171 (3) BOX 25371, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rehoboth Municipal Area.

App. 90694 (2) M P PAULUS 81101410377 (3) BOX 1746, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa to Omuthiya and return.

App. 90704 (2) M B BALWIZYI 79020800086 (3) BOX 61093, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 29 Khomasdal to town within Municipal Area.

App. 90713 (2) J GARISEB 560505050552 (3) BOX 60325, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Shangai or Ignatius Layola street, Katutura to taxi ranks at Poniers Park, Academia and Hochland Park and return via the same route.

App. 90718 (2) T N IVULA 81092110070 (3) BOX 626, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Ongwediva and back the same route.

App. 90719 (2) V H K IIPINGE 83090911132 (3) BOX 50567, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks at Greenwell Matongo and Okahandja Park to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 90720 (2) V H K IIPINGE 83090911132 (3) BOX 50567, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi ranks at Katutura, Otjiomuise, Greenwell Matongo and Okahandja Park to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 90723 (2) T I PENAVA LI 68021100346 (3) BOX 319, OHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 7 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Opuwo to Oshikango via Ruacana /Ondapio /Oshakati /Ondangwa/and back the same route.

App. 90731 (2) S N SHIPINDO 91011800489 (3) BOX 95238, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 603 Prosperita to town within Windhoek municipal area.

App. 90742 (2) A N NAILENGE 75122700419 (3) BOX 9004, ONGWEDIVA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - From Opuwo to Oshikango/Engela via Ongwediva and Eenhana.

App. 90743 (2) D N IMENE 85040610114 (3) BOX 7398, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Omuthiya area.

App. 90744 (2) T TOBIAS 82121810161 (3) PO BOX 62744, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passenger and their personal luggage - From Taxi Rank No. 82, Goreagab Dam to taxi ranks situated near Shopping area in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 90745 (2) F UUKULE 81120110637 (3) BOX 646, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ondangwa to Omuthiya - Lipundi and area.

App. 90748 (2) P KAKWAMBI 660225110818 (3) PO BOX 23918, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 31 Otjiomuise to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90753 (2) J KANIME 7309111060 (3) BOX 3339, WALVIS BAY, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to Swakopmund /Airport and return via the same route.
App. 90754 (2) R KAPANGELWA 50072000058 (3) BOX 371, GOBABIS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Gobabis Municipal Area.

App. 90755 (2) F P NANGOLO 81090300069 (3) BOX 934, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Omuthiya via Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 90758 (2) J KNITITLE 630603000445 (3) BOX 8133, NARRAVILLE, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: (1) Passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus, Walvis Bay to Windhoek Bus terminus and return via the same route and (2) Inter-Link Shuttle - Time schedules for routes to Town (Walvis Bay), Swakopmund and Henties Bay only on prior request by customer.

App. 90781 (2) J KATANGA 85081010294 (3) BOX 24415, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From rank 7 Katutura to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90782 (2) J SHUUDIFONYA 791207101035 (3) BOX 354, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Otjomuise to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90784 (2) A K WILLIAM 88020700218 (3) BOX 8320, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Form rank 7 Katutura to town Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90791 (2) N KATELEHINGO 42041900067 (3) BOX 4, RUACANA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Otapai and Tsandi via Omahene/ Oneheke and return.

App. 90793 (2) J NDIPULALYE 71050500350 (3) BOX 199, TSANDI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Otapai, Tsandi, Okahao and return.

App. 90800 (2) G P S IMBILI 82030110930 (3) BOX 40337, AUSSPANNPLATZ, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From rank 27 Khomasdal to town within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90804 (2) SPRINGBOK TOURING OF NAMIBIA 52120100470 (3) BOX 11165, KLEIN WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Employees (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 40 passengers: Employees in the employ of Namdeb only on a contract base for a period of (12) Months as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek, Tsumeb and Oranjemund and return via the same routes.

App. 90807 (2) P N NDIYOLA 87051701045 (3) BOX 5192, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area and from Swakopmund to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 90811 (2) S N NDEMUŊONGWA 8302191- 0319 (3) BOX 4601, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From taxi rank No.79,88 and 74 situated within Okuryangava, Katutura to taxi ranks situated near Shopping areas in town, Windhoek and return.

App. 90812 (2) J K IIPINGE 79082710366 (3) BOX 21279, WINDHOEK, 90000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 13 Golgota Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90814 (2) S N SHUUMBWA 8507210255 (3) BOX 105, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Onamutayi to Oshakati via Ondangwa/Ondanjokwe and back the same route.

App. 90816 (2) H N SAKARIA 633020601118 (3) BOX 4600, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage- From taxi rank Khomasdal to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90820 (2) S S N SHIGWEDHA 60100200680 (3) BOX 350, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Oshakati to Oshikango via Ondangwa and back the same route.

App. 90825 (2) S AMADHLA 8007051183 (3) BOX 62448, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers
(6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 56 Wanaheda Katutura to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90830 (2) D M KABENDE 70061000779 (3) BOX 25111, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus, Windhoek to Bus terminus at Katima Mulilo and return via the same route.

App. 90838 (2) L HANGALO 66121700165 (3) BOX 156, ROSH PINAH (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus at Oranjemund Service station, Oranjemund to Rhino Park Bus terminus, Windhoek and Kuisebmund Service station, Walvis Bay and return.

App. 90841 (2) W D WANA 78053110320 (3) BOX 3511, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus at Rhino Park, Windhoek to Bus terminus, Walvis Bay and return and from Windhoek Bus terminus to Bus terminus at Katima Mulilo and return.

App. 90842 (2) W D WANA 78053110320 (3) BOX 3511, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus terminus at Rhino Park, Windhoek to Bus terminus at Swakopmund and return and from Windhoek Bus terminus to Bus terminus at Katima Mulilo and return.

App. 90846 (2) P S SAMUEL 77062010197 (3) PO BOX 716, OHANGWENA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Oshakati, Ondangwa, Oshikango to Eenhana and return.

App. 90850 (2) CHAFRICA TRANSPORT CC. 20050936 (3) BOX 4235, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Hosea Kutako Airport to the lodges, hotels, and restaurants to various places within Namibia and neighbouring countries and return.

App. 90861 (2) B S NDONGO 81041310382 (3) BOX 1529, RUNDU, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 90864 (2) R MUNANGO 63112000307 (3) BOX 120, RUNDU, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 90865 (2) R MUNANGO 63112000307 (3) BOX 120, RUNDU, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Rundu to Windhoek and Oshakati to Katima Mulilo, Walvis Bay and return.

App. 90868 (2) C G EICHAB 80101610017 (3) PO BOX 4042, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Taxi Rank 33 Otjomuise to City Centre and return via the same route.

App. 90869 (2) M M SWARTZ 67111200470 (3) BOX 99804, OTJOMUISE, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From taxi rank 30 Otjomuise to town and back the same route within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90161 Permit 2201/2 (2) H S GORASEB to J NANGOLO 63051400432 (3) BOX 95136, SOWETO, KATUTURA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - From Bus rank 33, to places situated within the Municipality of Windhoek.

App. 90186 Permit 12580/4 (2) R S SHIVORO to A KUESS 71082010111 (3) BOX 795, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90284 Permit 21437/0 (2) C A SWARTZ to D KITSI 63051900583 (3) BOX 60344, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90284 Permit 51064/0 (2) C A SWARTZ to D KITSI 63051900583 (3) BOX 60344, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5C) Taxi Passengers (6C) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (5D) Taxi Passengers (6D) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Operated within the Windhoek Municipal Area and return.
App. 90416 Permit 20935/4 (2) W C TSAMAREB to C GAROEB 80122710274 (3) P O BOX 62927, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90584 Permit 36312/1 (2) E L THAMAAMBO to N N HAUFIKU 70041700376 (3) P O BOX 24916, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 90697 Permit 35130/0 (2) R V AMAKALI to M A K MAGONGO 80052410037 (3) BOX 21538, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.